Abstract. Classical data ow analysis determines whether a data ow fact may hold or does not hold at some program point. Probabilistic data ow systems compute a range, i.e. a probability, with which a data ow fact will hold at some program point. In this paper we develop a novel, practicable framework for probabilistic data ow problems. In contrast to other approaches, we utilize execution history for calculating the probabilities of data ow facts. In this way we achieve signi cantly better results. E ectiveness and e ciency of our approach are shown by compiling and running the SPECint95 benchmark suite.
Introduction
Classical data ow analysis determines whether a data ow fact may hold or does not hold at some program point. For generating highly optimized code, however, it is often necessary to know the probability with which a data ow fact will hold during program execution (cf. 10, 11] ). In probabilistic data ow systems control ow graphs annotated with edge probabilities are employed to compute the probabilities of data ow facts. Usually, edge probabilities are determined by means of pro le runs based on representative input data sets. These probabilities denote heavily and rarely executed branches and are used to weight data ow facts when propagating them through the control ow graph.
Consider the example shown in Fig. 1 to discuss classical and probabilistic data ow analysis. For the sake of simplicity we have chosen as data ow problem the reaching de nitions problem 8]. The control ow graph G of our running example consists of two subsequent branching statements inside a loop and four de nitions d 1 to d 4 . Variable X is de ned at edges 2 ! 4 and 5 ! 7 by d 1 and d 3 . Similarly, variable Y is assigned a value at edges 3 ! 4 and 6 ! may reach nodes 1 to 8. The solution is a conservative approximation valid for all possible program runs. However, when we consider speci c program runs, we can compute a numerical value denoting the probability with which a de nition actually may reach a node during execution. Ramalingam 13] presented a data ow framework which computes the probability of data ow facts, once every edge in the control ow graph has been annotated with a probability. In order to get an idea of the precision of his results, we de ned in 9] the best solution S best that one can theoretically obtain and compared both. We showed that the di erences between the theoretically best solution and Ramalingam's solution can be considerable and improvements are necessary. However, the computation of the theoretically best solution is too expensive in general and, hence, not feasible in practice. The modi cations of the equation system described in 9] resulted in some improvements, but there is still potential for further improvements left.
Two reasons are responsible for the deviations between the theoretically best solution and Ramalingam's approach. On the one hand, program paths are reduced to edge probabilities. On the other hand, it is an execution history independent approach, i.e. it is assumed that particular branches are independent of execution history, which obviously is not true in reality. Since edge probabilities are indispensable to get an e cient handle on the problem, we focus on execution history in order to get better results. Consider a program run for our example in Fig. 1 that performs 10 iterations. At the beginning the left branches 1, 2, 4, 5, 7] are executed and in the last iteration the right branches 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8] In this paper we present a novel probabilistic data ow analysis framework (PDFA) which realizes an execution history based approach, i.e. the execution history is taken into account during the propagation of the probabilities through the control ow graph. Our approach is unique in utilizing execution history. We show that in this way signi cantly better results can be achieved with nearly the same computational e ort as other approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the basic notions required to present our approach. In Section 3 we outline the basic ideas behind S best and Ramalingam's history-independent approach and compare the results obtained by both approaches for our running example. Our novel approach is developed in Section 4. In Section 5 we compare the probabilistic results of the individual approaches for the SPECint95 benchmark suite and present time measurements. Related work is surveyed in Section 6 and, nally, we draw our conclusions in Section 7.
Preliminaries
Programs are represented by directed ow graphs G = (N; E; s; e) , with node set N and edge set E N N. Edges m ! n 2 E represent basic blocks of instructions and model the nondeterministic branching structure of G. Start node s and end node e are assumed to be free of incoming and outgoing edges,
respectively. An element of the set of paths of length k is a nite sequence = n 1 ; n 2 ; : : : ; n k ] with k 1, n i 2 N for 1 i k and for all i 2 f1; : : : ; k ? 1g, n i ! n i+1 2 E.
A program run r is a path, which starts with node s and ends in node e. The set of all immediate predecessors of a node n is denoted by pred(n)= f m j(m; n) 2 E g. Function occurs : (N ) ! N 0 denotes the number of occurrences of a node/subpath in a path. As usual, a monotone data ow analysis problem is a tuple DFA = (L;^; F; c; G;M), where L is a bounded semilattice with meet operation^, F L ! L is a monotone function space associated with L, c 2 L are the \data ow facts" associated with start node s, G = (N; E; s; e) is a control ow graph, and M : E ! F is a map from G's edges to data ow functions. Table 1 Note that classical reaching de nitions analysis yields that every de nition can reach each node except the start node. Nevertheless, an abstract run is not a viable approach. The main drawback stems from the tremendous size of program path r and the resulting execution time. Ramalingam's Approach. Ramalingam 13 ] presents a framework for nite bidistributive subset problems which estimates how often or with which probability a fact holds true during program execution. It is based on exploded control ow graphs introduced by Reps et al. 14] and Markov chains (with minor changes). where pred(v; ) denotes the set of predecessors of node (v; ) in the ECFG (v 2 N, 2 D ) and p(u; v) denotes the probability that execution will follow edge u ! v once u has been reached. Table 2 lists the results of that approach for our running example. In comparison to Table 1 , we can see deviations due to the reduction of the entire path to simple edge probabilities and the assumption that an incoming edge is independent from an outgoing edge. E.g. consider the probability of de nition d 4 to reach node 6. Although the abstract run yields probability 0, the result of Ramalingam's approach is 0:299, since it cannot be recognized that node 6 is always entered via path 3,4,6]. Table 3 lists the absolute deviations as a percentage. Except for start node s the data facts deviate in a range between 0:8% and 91:9%. In the following section we present a novel approach which takes execution history into account and yields in this way signi cantly better results.
Two-Edge Approach
The main idea of our two-edge approach is to relate outgoing edges with incoming ones. Instead of propagating information through nodes the two-edge approach carries data ow information along edges in order to take execution history Further, p(u; v; w) denotes the probability that execution will follow edge v ! w once it reaches edge u ! v. Consequently, the sum of the probabilities for all outgoing edges of edge u ! v must be either one or zero 
Next we introduce a function In to determine the set of preceding ingoing edges of an edge. The function is derived from the exploded CFG. 
The two-edge approach generates a set of very simple linear equations. Consequently, any of the standard algorithms for solving linear algebraic equations can be used. Most of these algorithms have a worst case complexity of O(n 3 ) where n is the number of unknowns in the equation system. In the equation system of the two-edge approach there exist (jEj + 1) jD j unknowns. Clearly, Ramalingam's approach has less unknowns jNj jD j due to the fact that the probabilities are related to nodes rather than edges. But the e ort can be reduced by solving the equation system in two steps. In the rst step we only solve unknowns, which only depend on unknowns itself. In the second step we solve data fact unknowns, which depend on and data fact unknowns. Due to the rst step unknowns become constants for the second step.
Standard algorithms for solving linear equation system are usually to inefcient because they fail to utilize the extreme sparsity of the CFG. For our purpose, we can adapt various elimination methods 16,1,17,8] (a good survey 1 1 . . . can be found in 15]). These algorithms are often linear or almost linear in size of the graph. Clearly, the two-edge approach can be extended to a three-edge, four-edge, or k-edge approach accordingly resulting in better probabilistic results. However, the time required to solve the system of equations will increase as well. As shown in our experimental section the two-edge approach yields for the SPECint95 benchmark suite very precise results. Hence, we believe that the two-edge approach is a good compromise between complexity and required precision.
In the following we present the di erences between Ramalingam's and our two-edge approach for our running example. We illustrate the di erences by discussing equations of data ow facts. In the rst case Ramalingam's approach overestimates the probabilities and in the second case underestimates them. is propagated to y (1; d 1 ) , although the path 6,7,1] is never executed. As a consequence, the value of of y(1; d 1 ) is too high compared with the result of the abstract run.
Since in the two-edge approach the unknowns are related to edges rather than nodes, the expected frequency of a data fact at a node is de ned by the sum of unknowns of all incoming edges: The second part of the sum is 0 as well due to the fact that probability p (6; 7; 1) is zero (path 6,7,1] is never taken). We obtain b y(1; d 1 ) = 0, which perfectly matches the result of the abstract run. It is important to stress that our method, which is based on relating outgoing edges to incoming ones, can trace rather complicated ow graph paths. E.g. we get that de nition d 3 reaches node 6 each time (i.e. probability equals 1): Thus our method nds out that edge 5 ! 7 has been executed prior to node 6 in one of the previous loop iterations and that de nition d 3 has not been killed by taking edge 2 ! 4 before execution arrives at node 6.
For the running example the solution of our two-edge approach is identical to the best solution S best of the abstract run as shown in Table 1, whereas Ramalingam's approach signi cantly deviates from the abstract run as shown in Table 3 .
Experimental Results
In our experiments we address two issues. First, we show that for the twoedge approach the analysis results are signi cantly better. We illustrate this by analyzing the SPECint95 benchmark suite. Second, we demonstrate that probabilistic data ow analysis frameworks are viable even for larger programs, since in most cases the original equation system can be reduced considerably and the remaining equations are usually trivial ones with a constant or only one variable on the right-hand side.
The compilation platform for our experiments is GNU gcc. We integrated abstract run, Ramalingam's one-edge approach, and the two-edge approach. To evaluate Ramalingam's approach and the two-edge approach we have chosen SPECint95 as benchmark suite and the reaching de nitions problem as reference data ow problem. The pro le information has been generated by running the training set of SPECint95. Of course, the same training set has been used for the abstract run as well.
Probabilistic Data Flow Results. In our rst experiment we have compared the deviations of the two-edge approach from the abstract run with the deviations of the one-edge approach from the abstract run. For each benchmark program of SPECint95 we added the absolute deviations for each CFG node and each data ow fact. The ratio of the sums of the two-edge approach over the one-edge approach is shown in Fig. 6 . The improvement for SPECint95 is in the range of 1:38 for vortex up to 9:55 for li. The experiment shows that the results of the two-edge approach compared to the one-edge approach are signi cantly better.
Above we have shown that the results of the two-edge approach are signi cantly better than the results of the one-edge approach, but maybe both solutions deviate substantially from the theoretically best solution. Hence, we executed the abstract run to get the theoretically best solution and compared it with the two-edge approach. For each benchmark program of SPECint95 we calculated for all CFG nodes and data ow facts the mean of deviations of the probabilities. The results are shown in Fig. 7 0:11% for li and 1:72% for go. The reason for this excellent result is that usually programs execute only a small fraction of the potential paths. For non-executed CFG nodes the result of the two-edge approach always coincides with the probability of the abstract run (namely zero), since the two-edge probability (Equ.
2) yields zero. Hence, we did a second comparison which is more meaningful. We calculated the percentage of functions for which the two-edge approach coincides with the abstract run. The function hits reaches for the two-edge approach from 42:6% for benchmark go up to 94:2% for li which is an excellent result as well.
E ort for Solving Linear Algebraic Equation Systems. In general, the worst case complexity for solving linear algebraic equation systems is O(n 3 ) with n denoting the number of unknowns. The number of unknowns for the original one-edge and two-edge equation system as described in Sections 3 and 4 can be rather big. However, unknowns, which are related to control ow nodes or edges which are not visited during the pro le run, can be removed immediately. In the SPECint95 suite only 48:2% of the original unknowns of the one-edge approach have to be computed; for the two-edge approach 40:5% of the original unknowns need to be solved.
Moreover, the structure of the equations for the SPECint95 suite is rather simple. For the one-edge approach 54:3% of the equations are trivial ones with constants on the right-hand side only. Similarly, for the two-edge approach we have a percentage rate of 58:8% equations with constants on the right-hand side. For both approaches only about 1:6% of the equations have more than two variables (up to 150) on the right-hand side. Hence, a linear equation solver for sparse systems is of key importance. We have chosen an elimination framework introduced by Sreedhar et al. 16 ], which was originally developed to solve classical bit-vector problems on control ow graphs. Especially, for our extremely sparse equation system Sreedhar's framework is well suited. In Fig. 8 a data point represents the number of unknowns for a C-module of SPECint95 and the time in seconds to solve the unknowns. Here, we have measured the graph reduction and propagation of Sreedhar's framework without setting up DJ-graphs 2 and without setting up the equations itself which takes additionally time since pro le data must be accessed. The left graph depicts the measurements of Ramalingam's approach { the right graph shows the measurements of the two-edge approach. It is really remarkable that Sreedhar's algorithm nearly works linear on extremely sparse equation systems. The measurements were taken on a Sun Ultra Enterprise 450 (4x UltraSPARC-II 296MHz) with 2560MB RAM.
Related Work
Several approaches have been proposed which take advantage of pro le information to produce highly e cient code.
Ramalingam 13] presents a generic data ow framework which computes the probability that a data ow fact will hold at some program point for nite 2 To set up DJ-graphs dominator trees are required. Recently, linear algorithms were introduced 4].
bi-distributive subset problems. The framework is based on exploded control ow graphs introduced by Reps, Horwitz, Sagiv 14] and on Markov-chains. Contrary to our approach, execution history is not taken into account. To our best knowledge we are not aware of any other execution history based approach. Optimizations based on PDFAs are presented in 10, 11] .
Alternatively, Ammons and Larus 2] describe an approach to improve the results of data ow analysis by identifying and duplicating hot paths in the program's control ow graph resulting in a so-called hot path graph in which these paths are isolated. Data ow analysis applied to a hot path graph yields more precise data ow information. The goal of this approach di ers from our work. We improve the precision of a probabilistic data ow solution and do not modify the control ow graph in order to enable heavily executed code to be highly optimized.
Finally, pro le information is used by several researchers for speci c optimization problems in order to get better results (e.g. 6, 5, 12, 7, 3, 18] ).
Conclusion
Probabilistic data ow frameworks set forth new directions in the eld of optimization. We presented a novel, practicable probabilistic data ow framework which takes execution history into account by relating outgoing edges to incoming ones. In this way we achieve signi cantly better results. Practical experiments which have been performed for the SPECint95 benchmark suite showed that the two-edge approach is feasible and the precision of the probabilistic results is su cient.
